Diffusion imaging has shown promise as a predictive and prognostic biomarker in glioma. We assessed the ability of graded functional diffusion maps (fDMs) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) characteristics to predict overall survival (OS) in recurrent glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) patients treated with bevacizumab. Seventy-seven patients with recurrent GBMs were retrospectively examined. MRI scans were obtained before and approximately 6 weeks after treatment with bevacizumab. Graded fDMs were created by registering datasets to each patient's pretreatment scan and then performing voxel-wise subtraction between post-and pretreatment ADC maps. Voxels were categorized according to the degree of change in ADC within pretreatment fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and contrast-enhancing regions of interest (ROIs). We found that the volume of tissue showing decreased ADC within both FLAIR and contrast-enhancing regions stratified OS (log-rank, P < .05). fDMs applied to contrast-enhancing ROIs more accurately predicted OS compared with fDMs applied to FLAIR ROIs. Graded fDMs (showing voxels with decreased ADC between 0.25 and 0.4 mm 2 /ms) were more predictive of OS than traditional (single threshold) fDMs, and the predictive ability of graded fDMs could be enhanced even further by adding the ADC characteristics from the fDM-classified voxels to the analysis (log-rank, P < .001). These results demonstrate that spatially resolved diffusion-based tumor metrics are a powerful imaging biomarker of survival in patients with recurrent GBM treated with bevacizumab.
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Keywords: diffusion MRI, biomarker, fDM, functional diffusion map, GBM, glioblastoma. G lioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common malignant primary brain tumor, characterized by a very poor patient prognosis. Median survival in patients diagnosed with GBM is approximately 12 -14 months with radiation and chemotherapy. 1, 2 The high level of tumor vascularity, due partially to secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 3 -5 has generated interest in anti-VEGF therapies aimed at reducing tumor angiogenesis. Initial clinical trials have shown an increased progression-free survival in patients treated with the humanized monoclonal VEGF-blocking antibody bevacizumab Therefore, we have investigated the application of a diffusion-sensitive MRI biomarker, the functional diffusion map (fDM), as an early predictor of bevacizumab response in recurrent GBM.
The fDM technique was developed in order to examine localized differences in diffusion (change in apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] [DADC]) measured in the same patient over time, in order to prevent averaging of all tumor ADC values that might obscure potentially relevant changes occurring within subportions of the tumor. 12 -16 This technique has demonstrated utility in predicting the effect of cytotoxic chemotherapy and radiotherapy within the contrastenhancing tumor bed 12 -15 as well as within regions of abnormal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) signal. 16 -18 Additionally, this method has shown promise in the evaluation of anti-angiogenic therapies. 19, 20 In the current study, we use a modified fDM technique proposed by Ellingson et al. 17 using graded thresholds that may reflect differing degrees of cell density change. These graded fDMs computed from pre-and posttreatment ADC maps were evaluated for their ability to serve as predictors of survival in patients with recurrent GBM treated with bevacizumab.
In contrast to the "traditional" fDM approach, the graded fDM technique allows quantification and tracking of the volume of tissue showing changes between different DADC thresholds. Bevacizumab significantly reduces vasogenic edema; therefore, we hypothesized that regions of the brain containing either solid or infiltrating tumor plus edema are likely to exhibit less of a decrease in ADC following bevacizumab treatment compared with regions containing a larger proportion of edema (Fig. 1) . By using graded fDMs, these more subtle differences in ADC can be visualized and quantified and may relate to pretreatment tumor burden. Therefore, we hypothesized that pretreatment ADC distributions within the graded fDM-categorized regions could be a useful biomarker to stratify survival in patients with recurrent GBM treated with bevacizumab.
Methods

Patients
All patients participating in this study signed institutional review board -approved informed consent to have their data collected and stored in our institution's neuro-oncology database. Data acquisition was performed in compliance with all applicable regulations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The study spanned November 15, 2005 to August 31, 2010. Patients were retrospectively selected from our institution's neuro-oncology database. A total of n ¼ 252 patients who met the following criteria were initially selected: (1) had pathologically confirmed GBM with recurrence based on MRI, abnormal uptake of 3,4-dihydroxy-6-[
18 F]-fluoro-L-phenylalanine ( 18 F-FDOPA) PET, clinical data and/or histology, (2) were regularly treated every 2 weeks per cycle with bevacizumab (Avastin, Genentech; 5 or 10 mg/kg body weight) alone or in combination with chemotherapy (carboplatin, irinotecan, etoposide, lomustine), (3) had baseline (pre-bevacizumab treatment) and minimum of 1 follow-up MRI scan, and (4) had treatment with bevacizumab at least 3 months postradiotherapy to reduce the probability of pseudoprogression and treatment-induced necrosis. Of these patients, n ¼ 77 had good-quality diffusion-weighted images before and after initiation of bevacizumab treatment. A total of 40 of 77 patients had histologically confirmed GBM. A total of 47 of 77 patients (61%) were administered bevacizumab more than 12 months after completion of radiotherapy. Of the patients who were administered bevacizumab within 12 months of radiotherapy, recurrence was confirmed using either direct pathology, 18 F-FDOPA PET, or unequivocal evidence on MRI as indicated by a boardcertified neuroradiologist (W.B.P.). Unequivocal evidence on MRI was determined by more than 2 sequential months of increasing contrast enhancement on postcontrast T1-weighted MRI, along with evidence of increasing mass effect. Baseline scans were obtained approximately Of the 33 patients on steroids, 18 patients had no change in dose between the MRI scans examined; 10 patients had a decrease in steroid dose; and 5 patients had an increase in steroid dose. A total of 52 patients were treated at first recurrence, 20 at second recurrence, and 5 at third or more recurrence. All patients were treated with radiation therapy (typically 6000 cGy) and maximal tumor resection at time of initial tumor presentation.
MRI
Data were collected on a 1.5T MR system (General Electric Medical Systems) using pulse sequences supplied by the scanner manufacturer. 
Image Registration
All images for each patient were registered to baseline anatomical T1-weighted images using a mutual information algorithm and a 12-degree-of-freedom transformation using the FMRIB Software Library Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain Analysis Group, Oxford University (http://www. fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Fine registration (1-2 degrees and 1-2 voxels) was then performed using a Fourier transform -based, 6-degree-of-freedom, rigid body registration algorithm 22 followed by visual inspection to ensure adequate alignment. Similar registration techniques were used in previous fDM studies. 14 -17 Graded fDM Calculation After proper registration was visually verified, voxel-wise subtraction was performed between (1) ADC maps acquired posttreatment and (2) baseline, pretreatment 
Quantification of fDM Tissue Subtypes
Using the traditional fDM approach, the physical volume (in cc) of fDM-classified tissue subtypes was calculated for posttreatment fDMs using a single DADC threshold of 0.40 mm 2 /ms, which has been shown to correspond to the 95% CI for DADC for a mixture of gray and white matter in 69 patients evaluated from 1 week to 1 year postbaseline, is recommended for the best balance between sensitivity and specificity to progressing disease, and corresponds to an estimated change in cell density beyond +3960 nuclei/mm 2 . 17 In addition to calculating the physical volume of tissue with ADC beyond this threshold, as per the traditional fDM technique, we also determined the physical volume of tissue having DADC between 0.25 mm 2 /ms and 0.40 mm 2 /ms, corresponding to light blue regions on graded fDMs, which we hypothesize may more accurately reflect tumor burden within pretreatment FLAIR regions of interest (ROIs). Based on the noise distributions within a mixture of normal-appearing gray and white matter reported in an earlier fDM publication, 17 we estimated a 7.5% probability of obtaining a decrease in ADC between 0.25 mm 
Region of Interest Determination
In the current study, we chose to apply the traditional and graded fDM techniques to regions of signal abnormality on pretreatment FLAIR images as well as regions of contrast enhancement on postcontrast T1-weighted images in order to provide a comprehensive comparison. FLAIR ROIs 16 -20 and contrast-enhancing ROIs 12 -15 have both previously been used in interpreting fDM results. We used a semi-automated process consisting of (1) manually defining the relative region of tumor occurrence, (2) thresholding either the FLAIR or postcontrast images using an empirical threshold combined with a region-growing algorithm, and (3) manually editing the resulting masks to exclude any obvious errors.
Hypothesis Testing
We hypothesized that fDMs generated posttreatment would result in a substantial volume of decreased ADC due to the substantial decrease in edema reported during anti-angiogenic treatment 11, 23 and potentially due to tumor growth (increase in number and density of cells) between the pre-and posttreatment scan dates, resulting in a larger volume of decreased ADC in patients who were at risk for treatment failure compared with those who had more favorable response. To test this hypothesis, we performed a log-rank statistical analysis on Kaplan-Meier data to determine whether stratifying the patients according to the physical volume of fDM-classified decreasing ADC, using a single DADC threshold of 0.40 mm 2 /ms, was a significant predictor of overall survival (OS) from initiation of bevacizumab treatment. Then, using the graded fDM technique, we quantified the volume of tissue with a change in ADC between different thresholds and tested whether the physical volume of tissue exhibiting a decrease in ADC between 0.25 and 0.40 mm 2 /ms, which we hypothesize may more accurately reflect tumor burden (see Fig. 1 ), was a significant predictor of OS with respect to the initiation of bevacizumab treatment.
In order to verify that voxels classified using the graded fDM technique represented a significantly different subpopulation of voxels compared with traditional fDM classifications and the entire ROI in general, we utilized a chi-squared goodness-of-fit test to compare ADC distributions between these different categorizations. Specifically, for each patient, we performed a chi-squared test comparing the observed ADC probability density function from the graded fDM -classified regions with the expected ADC probability density function within the entire ROI (FLAIR or contrast-enhancing), as well as comparing the observed probability density function from the graded fDM -classified regions with the expected ADC probability density function extracted by traditional fDM classification using in-house MATLAB algorithms (Mathworks). We then tested whether graded fDMs combined with ADC characteristics from fDM-classified voxels could better predict survival compared with fDMs alone.
Results
For all patients who expired in the current study (63 of 77 patients), the mean OS was 317 days + 20 days SEM (median OS ¼ 285 d) from the time of the first bevacizumab treatment. At the first follow-up time point from bevacizumab treatment, approximately 85% (66/77) of patients exhibited a reduction (.5%) in the extent of FLAIR signal abnormality and approximately 85% (66/77) exhibited a decrease (.5%) in contrast-enhancing tumor volume. Approximately 90% (69/77) of patients examined had either a reduction in contrast enhancement or a reduction in FLAIR signal abnormality, whereas 10% (8/77) of the patients had no significant radiographic response.
Traditional fDMs
The fDM technique typically applies a single DADC threshold to classify voxels into increasing or decreasing ADC. In order to determine whether the physical volume of decreasing ADC classified using the traditional fDM technique with DADC ¼ 0.4 mm 2 /ms was a significant predictor of OS, we performed log-rank analysis on Kaplan-Meier curves for both FLAIR and contrast-enhancing ROIs (Figs. 2 and 3) . In general, patients exhibiting a higher volume of tissue with decreased ADC appeared to have a shorter OS. When applying a threshold of 0.40 mm 2 /ms, which is recommended for traditional fDM analysis for the best balance of sensitivity and specificity to progressing disease, 17 we observed a significant survival advantage in patients with a volume of tissue having decreased ADC above the median volume of 13 cc ( Fig. 3A ; log-rank, P ¼ .0030; hazard ratio (HR) ¼ 1.976, 95% CI for HR ¼ 1.318 -3.866). For the traditional fDM technique applied to FLAIR ROIs, the sensitivity and specificity for correctly classifying 6-month OS were 78.6% and 57.1%, respectively, and the sensitivity and specificity for classifying 12-month OS were 56% and 63% (Table 1) . Traditional fDM -classified voxels within regions of contrast enhancement also demonstrated a significant survival advantage for patients exhibiting a volume of tissue with decreasing ADC greater than the group median of 2 cc ( Fig. 3B ; log-rank, P ¼ .0013; HR ¼ 2.079, 95% CI/HR ¼ 1.417 -4.248). The sensitivity and specificity to accurately classify patients based on 6-month OS were 71% and 56%, respectively, whereas the sensitivity and specificity of traditional fDM classification in regions of contrast enhancement to 12-month OS were 60% and 70%, respectively (Table 1 ). Other methods of applying traditional fDM analysis, including the volume of tissue with increasing ADC, volume of tissue with any DADC (increasing or decreasing ADC), and fractional volumes changing ADC within FLAIR or contrast-enhancing ROIs, were not found to be predictive (log-rank, P . .05; results not shown).
Graded fDMs
The use of graded fDM classification allowed for slightly improved stratification of patients with respect to survival compared with the traditional fDM approach (Fig. 3C and D) . Consistent with our original hypothesis, patients with a volume of tissue having a decrease in ADC within the range of 0.25 and 0.4 mm 2 /ms larger than the group median of 12 cc within FLAIR ROIs were more likely to expire sooner than patients with lower volumes (Fig. 3C ; log-rank, P ¼ .0024; HR ¼ 2.012, 95% CI/HR ¼ 1.35 -4.0). The sensitivity and specificity of graded fDMs applied to FLAIR ROIs to predict 6-month OS were 79% and 57%, respectively, whereas the sensitivity and specificity of graded fDMs applied to FLAIR ROIs to predict 12-month OS were 58% and 67%, respectively (Table 1) . Patients having a volume of tissue exhibiting a decrease in ADC within the range of 0.25 and 0.4 mm 2 /ms larger than the group median of 1.5 cc within contrast-enhancing ROIs had a significantly shorter survival compared with patients having a lower volume ( Fig. 3D ; log-rank, P , .0001; HR ¼ 2.679, 95% CI/ HR ¼ 1.987 -6.136). The sensitivity and specificity for graded fDMs applied to contrast-enhancing ROIs to predict 6-month OS were 86% and 59%, respectively, and the sensitivity and specificity to predict 12-month OS were 62% and 74%, respectively (Table 1 ). In general, both traditional and graded fDMs applied to either region were predictive of OS; however, regions of contrast enhancement had higher sensitivity and specificity compared with FLAIR regions. Additionally, the graded fDM technique had higher sensitivity and specificity for 6-month and 12-month OS compared with traditional fDMs in all ROIs evaluated.
Graded fDMs Reflect Significantly Different Voxel Populations
In order to test whether graded fDM classification extracted a significantly different voxel subpopulation compared with traditional fDMs and the entire ROI, we compared the ADC probability density functions between these ROIs in all 77 patients. Results suggest that graded fDM -classified ADC distributions within regions of contrast enhancement were significantly different from ADC distributions within the entire region of contrast enhancement for nearly 60% (46/77) of patients and were significantly different from ADC distributions for traditional fDM-classified voxels in 66% (51/77) of patients (chi-squared goodness-of-fit, P , .05). Results were visually similar for FLAIR ROIs, and so FLAIR regions were not tested statistically. Figure 4 illustrates 4 typical patients with different OS. Visually, the ADC histograms appear different for each of the classification schemes (traditional fDMs, graded fDMs, and the entire contrast-enhancing ROI). Also, the ADC distributions extracted from graded fDM regions appear to be "filtered" with respect to the entire ROI, focusing the ADC distribution into a narrow, quite low ADC peak. Results suggest that for the majority of patients, at least in regions of contrast enhancement, graded fDM classification of voxels having a decrease in ADC within the range of 0.25 and 0.4 mm 2 /ms may represent a unique, statistically different voxel subpopulation.
Combining Graded fDMs with ADC Characteristics
Based on previous work showing the ability of pretreatment ADC distributions to predict progression-free survival, 24 we hypothesized that the predictive power of the graded fDM technique might be improved through the use of ADC distribution characteristics within these voxel subpopulations. Based on the ADC distributions within the graded fDM classification (as demonstrated in Fig. 4) , we chose to measure the distribution "mode" as a measure of central tendency. Results suggest no difference in survival for patients having a mode of ADC within graded fDM-classified voxels lower than the group median value when examining FLAIR ROIs ( Fig. 5A ; log-rank, P ¼ .1715; HR ¼ 1.3918, 95% CI/ HR ¼ 0.8613-2.312); however, when examining regions of contrast enhancement, we found a significant survival advantage in patients having a higher mode of ADC within graded fDM-classified voxels compared with patients having a low mode ( Fig. 5B ; log-rank, P , .0001, HR ¼ 3.262, 95% CI/HR ¼ 2.88-9.11). For FLAIR ROIs, the sensitivity and specificity to 6-month OS were 49.2% and 46.2%, respectively, whereas the sensitivity and specificity to 12-month OS were and 63.9% and 58%, respectively. Within contrast-enhancing ROIs, the sensitivity and specificity to 6-month OS were 78.0% and 68.2%, respectively, whereas the sensitivity and specificity to 12-month OS were 81.5% and 89.5%, respectively (Table 1) . Using the 95% CI/HR, the combined biomarker consisting of the mode of the ADC distribution within graded fDM-classified voxels was a significantly better predictor of OS than fDMs or ADC distribution information alone. Additionally, both the sensitivity and specificity of the mode of the ADC distribution within graded fDM-classified voxels to 12-month OS were approximately 20% higher than traditional fDMs or graded fDMs alone. Although these results suggest that graded fDM techniques have descriptively higher HRs than traditional fDM techniques, there is no evidence to formally prove that the differences are statistically significant. However, our results suggest that graded fDM classification combined with ADC distribution information from these classified voxels may be a powerful and unique biomarker for predicting OS in recurrent GBM patients treated with bevacizumab.
Discussion
The fDM technique has previously been used to predict response to initial cytotoxic therapies and/or radiotherapies. 15, 16, 19, 20 Since ADC is, in general, believed to be inversely correlated with tumor cell density, a favorable fDM response to cytotoxic therapies and/or radiotherapies is thought to result in a larger volume fraction of tumor moving from a low ADC to a high ADC. 12 Alternatively, an unfavorable fDM response to cytotoxic therapies and/or radiotherapies is thought to result in a larger volume fraction of tumor moving to a lower ADC. 16 -18,20 Although this hypothesis is intuitive for cytotoxic therapies and/or radiotherapies that directly destroy tumor cells, this paradigm may not be applicable to the evaluation of the initial response to anti-angiogenic and other cytostatic treatments. Therefore, alternative hypotheses for fDM evaluation of anti-angiogenic treatment are warranted.
Subtle Changes in ADC After Initial Anti-angiogenic Treatment Within Regions of Contrast Enhancement May Reflect Residual Tumor Burden
Significant reduction in vascular permeability, or a "steroid effect," is commonly observed following administration of anti-angiogenic therapies. 6, 10, 11, 25 This reduction in vascular permeability results in a decrease in ADC within areas containing edema. In regions containing solid tumor before administration of anti-angiogenic drugs, however, DADC due to changes in vascular permeability is likely much smaller. 24 In regions containing a mixture of infiltrative tumor and edema, the response is likely to be a mixture of both the solid-tumor and pure edema responses. Consistent with our initial hypothesis (Fig. 1) , we found that both traditional and graded fDMs applied to either FLAIR or contrast enhancement were predictive of OS, where the larger the volume of tissue with decreased ADC, the shorter the OS. Results from the current study also suggest that the volume of decreasing ADC on both graded and traditional fDMs applied to contrast-enhancing regions within the tumor is slightly more predictive of OS than that applied to regions of FLAIR signal abnormality. Additionally, our results demonstrate that the ADC characteristics within fDM-classified regions inside FLAIR are not predictive of OS, whereas the ADC characteristics within fDM-classified regions in contrast-enhancing regions appear to be synergistically predictive of OS when compared with fDM metrics alone. Our results suggest that graded fDM -defined regions reflect a significantly different subpopulation of voxels than does either traditional fDM -defined regions or the entire ROI. These results have 2 fundamental implications. First, they demonstrate that graded fDM -defined pretreatment ADC characteristics are significantly different than pretreatment ADC characteristics in the entire ROI, which has previously been shown to be predictive of progression-free survival in patients treated with bevacizumab. 24 Secondly, these results demonstrate that graded fDM -derived ADC characteristics are significantly different from traditional fDM -derived ADC characteristics, thus suggesting some added benefit of performing a graded voxel classification. Taken together, our results suggest that fDMs should be calculated preferentially in contrast-enhancing regions, when observed, since contrast-enhancing regions are likely to contain a greater percentage of solid tumor and thus have been found to be more predictive of OS compared with fDMs applied to FLAIR ROIs. It is important to note that the particular thresholds used for patient stratification (median values) may be dependent on the particular patient population used and were chosen primarily to illustrate survival-difference "high" and "low" ADC or fDM volume groups.
Other Imaging Biomarkers for Anti-Angiogenic Therapy
Recently, multiple imaging biomarkers have been explored for use in predicting the response of gliomas to anti-angiogenic therapies. In a pilot study involving the use of [
18 F]-fluorothymidine PET to image cell proliferation during treatment with bevacizumab and irinotecan, investigators reported a significant survival advantage in patients, with more than a 25% reduction in tracer uptake compared with baseline. 26 In a separate study involving the use of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI combined with specific blood serum markers to evaluate patients treated with the anti-angiogenic agent cediranib after recurrent GBM, investigators reported a significant survival advantage in patients, showing a decrease in K trans , an MR-derived measure of blood vessel permeability, compared with pretreatment baseline levels. 27 Also, a study involving the use of a pretreatment ADC histogram as a predictive tool for response to bevacizumab demonstrated a significantly shorter progression-free survival in patients with low ADC prior to treatment. 24 In the current study we report that graded fDMs can also identify patients at risk for early tumor recurrence, and information regarding pretreatment ADC distributions can synergistically add to this predictability with better accuracy than other advanced imaging techniques. Although a few imaging biomarkers have shown early promise for predicting the response of gliomas to anti-angiogenic therapies, multicenter studies aimed at validating these biomarkers with the same clinical endpoints are necessary to determine which are the most advantageous. 28 
Technical Limitations and Considerations
An inherent advantage of the proposed graded fDM technique is the use of standard, clinical diffusion MRI scans for analysis, which allows for retrospective comparison with standard MRIs or other advanced image techniques during controlled, multicenter clinical trials. Despite this advantage, the use of standard, clinical diffusion MR sequence parameters also poses some potential limitations. For example, proper choice of b-values used to accurately estimate ADC is an important aspect of fDM implementation that must be further addressed. Per the recommendations of the National Cancer Institute Diffusion MRI Consensus Conference, 29 3 or more b-values (0 s/mm 2 , .100 s/mm 2 , and .500 s/mm 2 ) should be used for estimation of perfusion-insensitive ADC. Unfortunately, the current study was performed retrospectively, and so the consensus recommendations could not be implemented. Additionally, the use of standard, clinical diffusion MR sequences in fDM analysis can be confounded by other pathologies; therefore, clinical use of fDMs should involve integration of interpretations from various specialists to rule out the possibility of confounding factors.
An additional limitation to the current technique is the use of a rigid-body image transformation in order to register serial diffusion MR images to the baseline images. Significant mass effect from tumor growth or intracranial pressure induced by edema may cause inaccuracies in the registration between diffusion MRI datasets. Suspected tumor regions near gyri, sulci, or the ventricles should be considered with caution, since erroneous results in these regions can occur as a result of misregistration. To overcome these challenges, we chose to use 2 sequential automated registration steps, followed by manual inspection. In addition, we excluded regions suspected of containing cerebrospinal fluid contamination from image misregistration near boundaries of tissue mismatch. An additional step of elastic (nonlinear) registration may be beneficial for the registration of significantly distorted datasets, such as the ART algorithm developed and tested by Ardekani et al. 30 Another limitation to the current study was the inability to control the timing of pre-and posttreatment MR acquisitions. Studies have shown that in antiangiogenic therapies, the timing of MR acquisitions is particularly important for prediction of response. 31 Despite the retrospective nature of the current study, our results demonstrate that ADC maps collected 1.5 weeks prior to and 6 weeks following initial treatment with bevacizumab allow for strong prediction of patient survival.
The presence of pseudoprogression and/or treatment-induced necrosis in the presence of recurrent GBM is a potential confound to the current study. Bevacizumab has been shown to reduce edema and enhancement in pseudoprogression and treatmentinduced necrosis, just as it does in cases of tumor recurrence. 32 Since both pseudoprogression and treatment-induced necrosis are associated with better survival compared with tumor recurrence, it is conceivable that the observed differences in survival in our cohorts may reflect different degrees of pseudoprogression and/ or treatment-induced necrosis independent of bevacizumab response. To reduce the risk of this potential confound, we chose to exclude patients who received bevacizumab within 3 months of completing radiotherapy, since pseudoprogression typically occurs within the first few months following radiotherapy. 33 Additionally, more than half of our patients had pathological confirmation of tumor progression, and more than 60% of the patients were administered bevacizumab 12 months after completion of radiotherapy. In patients who did not receive pathological confirmation of tumor recurrence, evidence of abnormal uptake on 18 F-FDOPA PET was used in combination with clinical decline and lesion growth on conventional MRI to determine tumor progression. This combination of pathology, imaging criterion, and clinical evaluation likely reduced the incidence of pseudoprogression and/or treatment-induced necrosis; however, this is still a potential confound.
Conclusion
In summary, our results suggest that both traditional and graded fDMs applied to either FLAIR or contrast-enhancing regions were predictive of OS. Further, our results suggest that the use of graded fDMs has potential to serve as a sensitive imaging biomarker for OS in patients with recurrent GBM treated with bevacizumab and that patients having low pretreatment ADC values within the fDM-classified regions are at an even higher risk for shortened survival.
